The computation of the topological shape of a real algebraic plane curve is usually driven by the study of the behavior of the curve around its critical points (which includes also the singular points). In this paper we present a new algorithm computing the topological shape of a real algebraic plane curve whose complexity is better than the best algorithms known. This is due to the avoiding, through a sufficiently good change of coordinates, of real root computations on polynomials with coefficients in a simple real algebraic extension of ‫ޑ‬ to deal with the critical points of the considered curve. In fact, one of the main features of this algorithm is that its complexity is dominated by the characterization of the real roots of the discriminant of the polynomial defining the considered curve.
INTRODUCTION
This paper is devoted to presenting a new algorithm computing the topology of a real algebraic plane curve defined by the vanishing of a squarefree polynomial in ‫ [ޚ‬x, y] . The main feature of this algorithm is that its worst case complexity is better than the best known upper bound as present in [6] or in [7] for the particular case of regular curves. More precisely, if f(x, y) is a degree d squarefree polynomial in ‫[ޚ‬x, y] such that the base 2 logarithm of the euclidean norm of its coefficient vector is bounded by N then the algorithm to be presented in this paper computes the topology of the real algebraic plane curve
in time (unless otherwise stated, all running times are given with respect classical arithmetic)
O(n

16
(log(n)) 5 ),
where n ϭ max͕d, N ͖. The fastest algorithm in [6] , named TOP 0 , runs in time O(n 19 (log(n)) 3 ). Our algorithm follows the same strategy than the algorithms considered in [6] and the reason of a better behavior is found in a change of coordinates which avoids manipulating the real roots of the polynomial f (Ͱ, y) with Ͱ a real algebraic number.
The usual strategy to compute the topological structure of C ( f ) proceeds in the following way:
• Step I: Computation of the squarefree part of the discriminant of f with respect to y, R(x), and characterization of the real roots of R(x), Ͱ 1 Ͻ и и и Ͻ Ͱ r , via Thom's codes.
• Step II: for every Ͱ i , computation, via Thom's codes, of the real roots of f (Ͱ i , y), ͱ i,1 Ͻ и и и Ͻ ͱ i,s i .
• Step III: For every Ͱ i and ͱ i, j computation of the number of halfbranches to the right and to the left of the point (Ͱ i , ͱ i, j ).
The using of Thom's codes to deal with real algebraic numbers is motivated by the search of the best possible complexity bounds: isolating intervals provide worst bounds due mainly to the bad separation bounds for the roots of univariate polynomials with coefficients in an algebraic number field ‫Ͱ[ޑ‬ i ]. For example, the computation of the topological shape of a regular real algebraic plane curve by using isolating intervals to deal with real algebraic numbers runs in time O(n 30 ) (see [1] ). Despite this bad behavior, in practice, the use of isolating intervals together with seminumerical techniques provides much better computing times than symbolic methods (see for example [10] or [3] ).
The key idea of our algorithm is the avoiding of the computations with the points (Ͱ i , ͱ i, j ) in steps II and III by means of a change of coordinates such that the new curve verifies that over any real root Ͱ of its discriminant there is at most one critical point of f, i,e., a point (Ͱ, ͱ) such that
This easy to fulfill condition has a very important consequence: in a very simple way (Theorem 3.1), it is possible to compute two integer polynomials U(x) and V(x) such that
Thus all the computations in steps II and III with the points (Ͱ i , ͱ i,j ) are replaced by almost the same computations involving only the Ͱ i 's. The next example shows how this strategy simplifies the computation of the topological shape. Let us consider the real algebraic curve defined by the polynomial
The discriminant of this polynomial (considered as polynomial in y) is
whose real roots are given by
The usual way of dealing with the considered problem continues by solving the equations
and studying locally the considered curve around the real solutions of the previous equations. In this case, using the results in subsection 3.2, it is not necessary to perform the change of coordinates, and using Sturm-Habicht sequence (subsection 2.1) allows us to show that the y-coordinate ͱ i of the only critical point (Ͱ i , ͱ i ) lying over Ͱ i is given by the equation
Thus this information allows us to perform the local study around every (Ͱ i , ͱ i ) by merely manipulating the real roots of the discriminant. Once this local study is performed, the topological shape of the considered curve is given by the graph where the black points represent the critical points. One of the most important features of our algorithm is that its complexity is dominated by the computation of the Thom's codes of the real roots of the discriminant. Thus no further improvements of this upper complexity bound for the computation of the topological shape of a real algebraic plane curve can be expected without improving the complexity of the real root determination algorithms (via Thom's codes or isolating intervals).
The paper is divided in three sections. The first is devoted to summarizing the main properties of the Sturm-Habicht sequence and Thom's coding for real algebraic numbers, which are going to be used in the description and complexity analysis of the algorithm to be presented in the third section. The second section is devoted to presenting the notion of a curve in the generic position: no vertical asymptotes (even complex) and no more than one critical point over every real root of the discriminant. For these curves it is shown that all the computations needed to determine their topolgoical shape are reduced to sign computations on the real roots of the discriminant. Finally, the last section presents the algorithm and the corresponding complexity analysis.
STURM-HABICHT SEQUENCE AND REAL ALGEBRAIC NUMBERS
This section is devoted to introducing the properties of the SturmHabicht sequence and Thom's coding of real algebraic numbers, which are going to be used in the description of the algorithm to be presented in the final section.
Sturm-Habicht Sequence
Let ‫ބ‬ be an ordered integral domain. This section is devoted to introducing the definition of the Sturm-Habicht sequence and its main properties. First, we introduce a slight modification of the usual definition of subresul-tant polynomial in order to get some control over the formal degrees of the polynomials defining the sequence (see [12] or [5] for the classical definition). DEFINITION 2.1. Let P, Q be polynomials in ‫[ބ‬x] and p, q ʦ ‫ގ‬ with deg(P) Յ p and deg(Q) Յ q:
If i ʦ ͕0, . . . , inf( p, q)͖ we define the polynomial subresultant associated to P, p, Q, and q of index i as
where every M i j (P, Q) is the determinant of the matrix built with the columns 1, 2, . . . , p ϩ q Ϫ 2i Ϫ 1 and p ϩ q Ϫ i Ϫ j in the matrix:
The determinant M i i (P, Q) will be called the ith principal subresultant coefficient and denoted by sres i (P, p, Q, q).
The next definition introduces the Sturm-Habicht sequence associated to P and Q as the subresultant sequence for P and PЈQ modulo some well precised sign changes. 
for every integer k, the Sturm-Habicht sequence associated to P and Q is defined as the list of polynomials ͕StHa j (P, Q)͖ jϭ0,...,vϩ1 where StHa vϩ1 (P, Q) ϭ P, StHa v (P, Q) ϭ PЈQ and for every j ʦ ͕0, . . . , v Ϫ 1͖:
For every j in ͕0, . . . , v ϩ 1͖ the principal jth Sturm-Habicht coefficient is defined as
Sign counting of the principal Sturm-Habicht coefficients provides very useful information about the ''real'' roots of the considered polynomial, i.e., the roots in a real closed field ‫ނ‬ containing ‫.ބ‬ The next definitions show the sign counting functions to be used in the sequel (see [8] or [9] ). DEFINITION 2.3. Let ‫މ‬ ϭ ͕a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a n ͖ be a list of non-zero elements in ‫.ނ‬ We define:
• V(‫)މ‬ as the number of sign variations in the list ͕a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a n ͖, • P(‫)މ‬ as the number of sign permanences in the list ͕a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a n ͖. DEFINITION 2.4. Let a 0 , a 1 , . . . a n be elements in ‫ނ‬ with a 0 ϶ 0 and we suppose that we have the following distribution of zeros:
where all the a i 's that have been written are not 0. We define i 0 ϩ k 0 ϩ 1 ϭ 0 and
To establish the relation between the ''real'' zeros of a polynomial P ʦ ‫[ބ‬x] and the polynomials in the Sturm-Habicht sequence of P and Q, with Q ʦ ‫[ބ‬x], we introduce the following integer number for every ʦ ͕ϩ, Ϫ, 0͖:
In particular we have that for the case Q ϭ 1 the number of real roots of P is determined exactly by the signs of the p Ϫ 1 determiants stha i (P, 1) (the first two are lcof(P) and p lcof(P)). Moreover, as these determinants are the formal leading coefficients of the subresultant sequence for P and PЈ (modulo some sign changes) we get also as a by-product, very useful in Section 3, the greatest common divisor of P and PЈ:
The next corollary shows that the Sturm-Habicht sequence is very useful in determining the sign behavior of a polynomial Q when evaluated at the real roots of P. 
The definition of Sturm-Habicht sequence through determinants allows us to perform computations dealing with real roots in a generic way: if P and Q are two polynomials with parametric coefficients whose degrees do not change after specialization, we can compute the Sturm-Habicht sequence for P and Q without specialising the parameters and the result is always good after specialization (modulo the condition over the degrees). This behavior is studied carefully in [8] , where the Sturm-Habicht sequence definition is modified in order to get good specialization properties even in cases where the degrees change after specialization. This is not true using Sturm sequences (the computation of the remainders makes denominators appear which can vanish after specialization) or negative polynomial remainder sequences (with fixed degrees for P and Q, the sequence does not always have the same number of elements); see [12] for a more detailed explanation.
We mention finally with respect to Sturm-Habicht sequences that the most efficient way of computing the stha j (P, Q)'s is through the subresultant algorithm by means of O(deg(P) (deg(P) ϩ deg(Q))) arithmetic operations in ‫.ބ‬ In the cases ‫ބ‬ ϭ ‫ޚ‬ or ‫,ބ‬ a polynomial domain, integer size, and degrees of intermediate results are well bounded (see [8] or [9] ).
The next proposition shows which properties of Sturm-Habicht sequences are to be used in order to determine algorithmically the topology of a real algebraic plane curve.
(computed with respect to y) then
૽ 2 Number of points in a vertical line x ϭ Ͱ:
૽ 3 Number of points in a vertical unbounded segment x ϭ Ͱ, y Ͼ ͱ:
where Proof. The proof of (૽ 1 ) is a consequence of equivalence (1), and (૽ 2 ) is derived easily from the good specialization properties of the Sturm-Habicht sequence and Theorem 2.1.
The proof of (૽ 3 ) comes from Corollary 2.1 applied to f (Ͱ, y) and y Ϫ ͱ:
.
In the first case, f (Ͱ, ͱ) ϶ 0, we have c 0 ( f (Ͱ, y); y Ϫ ͱ) ϭ 0 and thus the desired equality (by using Theorem 2.1)
In the second case, f (Ͱ, ͱ) ϭ 0, we have c 0 ( f (Ͱ, y); y Ϫ ͱ) ϭ 1 and thus the desired equality (by using Theorem 2.1)
Real Algebraic Numbers via Thom's Codes
One of the strategies that computer algebra provides for dealing with real algebraic numbers uses the so-called Thom's codes. An easily proven result from real algebraic geometry, Thom's lemma (see [2] or [4] ) assures that, for a given polynomial P in ‫[ޒ‬x], there are no two different real roots of P giving the same signs to the derivatives of P. This allows the introduction of Thom's code of a real algebraic number Ͱ as a list [P; nϪ1 , nϪ2 , . . . , 1 ], where i ʦ ͕ϩ, 0, Ϫ͖ and P is a polynomial in ‫[ޚ‬x] with degree n such that P(Ͱ) ϭ 0 and for every i in ͕1, . . . , n Ϫ 1͖ the sign of P (i) (Ͱ) is equal to i . To sort the real roots of a univariate polynomial, once their Thom's codes are already known, is an easy task according to the following proposition (see [4] 
Then:
• If, for j ʦ ͕1, . . . , p Ϫ 1͖, j ϭ ͳ j then Ͱ ϭ ͱ.
• Otherwise, let k be the biggest index such that k ϶ ͳ k . Then:
The same rule applies to the comparison of the real roots of P with the real roots of any derivative of P with the obvious modifications. In [4] , the algorithms RAN and RANSI were introduced performing the following operations with respect to the Thom's codes of the real roots of a univariate polynomial:
• RAN: for a given polynomial P in ‫[ޚ‬x], to compute the Thom's code of every real root of P,
• RANSI: for a given polynomial P in ‫[ޚ‬x], the Thom's codes of its real roots and a list of polynomials ͕Q 1 , . . . , Q s ͖ in ‫[ޚ‬x], to compute the signs of the polynomials Q 1 , . . . , Q s when evaluated at every real root of P.
All these algorithms are purely formal, are proceeded by computing several Sturm-Habicht sequences, solve several linear systems of equations, and do not require any kind of approximation of the real roots of the considered polynomial (see [4] , [14] , and [6] ). Moreover, it is worth remarking that these algorithms do not require the squarefree hypothesis often used in algorithms computing isolating intervals for the real roots of a univariate polynomial. The next propositions, whose proof can be found in [6] or [13] , show which is the complexity of RAN and RANSI. O(d (d ϩ N ) log(d ) ).
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let P be a polynomial in ‫[ޚ‬x] of degree d and N the size (i.e., the base 2 logarithm) of the euclidean norm of the coefficients vector for P. Then the number of arithmetic operations in ‫ޚ‬ performed by RAN is in O(d 4 log(d )) and the size of the involved integers is in
O(d (d ϩ N ) log(d )
CURVES IN GENERIC POSITION
This section is devoted to presenting the notion of curves in generic position, to showing that the critical point set for these curves is very easy to describe with the help of the Sturm-Habicht sequence, and to showing that it is possible to get a change of coordinates such that the curve, with respect these coordinates, is in generic position. 
2. Every critical point (Ͱ, ͱ) ʦ C ( f ) depends uniquely on Ͱ.
Description of the Critical Point Set
First, the next proposition presents a nice description of the set of the critical points for the real algebraic plane curve defined by f (x, y).
where the polynomials ⌫ k (x) are defined inductively by the following relations:
Proof. By construction the polynomials ⌫ j (x) verify
The use of equivalence (1) in section 2 provides the desired equality. Ⅲ
The polynomials ⌫ j (x) and ⌽ k (x) verify also the following property:
The next theorem shows the reason why the study of real algebraic plane curves in generic position is much easier than the general case. 
and (Ͱ, ͱ) is a critical point of C ( f ) then there exists k such that
Proof. If (Ͱ, ͱ) is a critical point of C ( f ) then Ͱ is a root of the discriminant of f, h 0 (x), and there exists a unique k ʦ ͕0, . . . , d Ϫ 2͖ such that ⌫ k (Ͱ) ϭ 0. By construction of the ⌫ k 's polynomials, this implies that
By equivalence (1) in Section 2, H kϩ1 (Ͱ, y) is the greatest common divisor of f (Ͱ, y) and (Ѩf/Ѩy) (Ͱ, y). Since C ( f ) is in generic position, H kϩ1 (Ͱ, y) is a degree k ϩ 1 polynomial with only one root, ͱ, which implies directly that
as desired. Ⅲ
Putting a Curve in Generic Position
Next it is shown how to determine a linear change of variables such that in the new coordinates the curve to study is in generic position. Let f be a squarefree polynomial ‫[ޚ‬x, y], u a new variable and g(u, x, y) the polynomial defined by
If Ȑ ʦ ‫,ޚ‬ C Ȑ ( f ) will denote the curve defined by the polynomial g(Ȑ, x, y).
First we compute the discriminant of g(u, x, y) with respect the variable y, D(u, x), and let S (u, x) be its squarefree part. Finally, let DЊ(u) be the discriminant of S (u, x) with respect the variable x. (Ȑ, x, y) ) and DЊ(Ȑ) ϶ 0. g(Ȑ, x, y)) ϭ deg(g(Ȑ, x, y) )) can be described in the following terms: • 2 Sturm-Habicht sequence of f and discriminant computation.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let Ȑ be an integer number such that
deg y (Ȑ, x, y)) ϭ deg(g
Then the algebraic plane curve
the Sturm-Habicht sequence of f with respect y and h d (x), . . . , h 0 (x) the corresponding principal Sturm-Habicht coefficients. ૽ 2 Let R(x) be the squarefree part of h 0 (x) (which is the discriminant of f with respect y).
• 3 Critical point description.
be the decomposition of R(x) with respect h d (x), . . . , h 1 (x) (see Proposition 3.1).
be the real roots of R(x) which are real roots of ⌫ k (x).
૽ 3 The set of critical points of f is described in the following way:
• 4 Branch determination. 
kϩ2 (x) on the real roots of ⌫ k (x). This is done by using the Thom's codes computed in [• 3 ૽ 1 ] and produces according to Proposition 2.1, for any real root Ͱ of ⌫ k (x), the number of real roots of the polynomial f (Ͱ, y) which are strictly bigger than the y-coordinate of the only critical point of C ( f ) over Ͱ. N ϩ  log(d ))) . The x-degree of the polynomials appearing as coefficients of the
Next the squarefree part of the discriminant, h 0 (x), is computed: for that, first the greatest common divisor of h 0 (x) and h Ј 0 (x) is computed by using the subresultant algorithm, O(d 4 bit operations, where n is a bound for d and N.
From our point of view it is very important, at this point, to remark that the complexity of the algorithm TOP is dominated by the complexity of computing the Thom's codes for the real roots of the discriminant. Thus, in some sense, this algorithm is almost optimal with respect to the considered strategy since its future improvements depend strongly on further advances on the real root computation problem for univariate polynomials.
